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Abstract. Let f be a generically finite polynomial map f : Cn → Cm of algebraic degree
d . Motivated by the study of the Jacobian Conjecture, we prove that the set S f of non-
properness of f is covered by parametric curves of degree at most d − 1. This bound is
best possible. Moreover, we prove that if X ⊂ Rn is a closed algebraic set covered by
parametric curves, and f : X → Rm is a generically finite polynomial map, then the set
S f of non-properness of f is also covered by parametric curves. Moreover, if X is covered
by parametric curves of degree at most d1, and the map f has degree d2, then the set S f is
covered by parametric curves of degree at most 2d1d2. As an application of this result we
show a real version of the Białynicki-Birula theorem: Let G be a real, non-trivial, connected,
unipotent group which acts effectively and polynomially on a connected smooth algebraic
variety X ⊂ Rn . Then the set Fix(G) of fixed points has no isolated points.
1. Introduction
Let f : X → Y be a generically finite polynomial map between affine varieties.
Definition 1.1. We say that f is proper at a point y ∈ Y if there exists an open
neighborhood U of y such that f | f −1(U ) : f −1(U ) → U is a proper map. The set
of points at which f is not proper is denoted by S f .
The set S f was first introduced by the first author in [5] (see also [6,7]). It is a
good measure of non-properness of the map f , and it has interesting applications
in pure and applied mathematics [4,9,13]. The first author proved the following
property of the set S f when the base field is C.
Theorem 1.2. (Theorem 4.1 [8]) Let X be an affine variety over C, and let f :
X → Cm be a generically finite polynomial map. If X is C-uniruled (covered by
polynomially parametric curves), then the set S f is also C-uniruled.
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The first aim of this paper is to give a numerical form of Theorem 1.2. We
introduce the notion of degree of uniruledness and we estimate this degree in some
cases. In particular if f is a generically finite polynomial map f : Cn → Cm of
algebraic degree d, we prove that the set S f of non-properness of the map f is
covered by parametric curves of degree at most d − 1. This bound is best possible.
The second aim of our paper is to generalize Theorem 1.2 to the field of real
numbers (see Theorem 4.11):
Let X be a closed algebraic set over R, and let f : X → Rm be a generically
finite polynomial map. If X is R-uniruled, then the set S f is also R-uniruled.
Our third aim is to prove a real counterpart of the following theorem of
Białynicki-Birula.
Theorem 1.3. ([2]) If a connected, unipotent, algebraic group acts on an irre-
ducible affine algebraic variety X ⊂ Cn, then the set Fi x(G) of fixed points of this
action has no isolated points.
The proof from [2] is cohomological, and it cannot be extended to the real case.
In the last section, as an application of our methods, we modify our approach from
[10] and we give a real counterpart of the result of Białynicki-Birula (Corollary
5.3):
Let G be a real, non-trivial, connected, unipotent group which acts effectively
and polynomially on a connected smooth closed algebraic variety X ⊂ Rn. Then
the set Fi x(G) is R-uniruled. In particular, it has no isolated points.
2. Preliminaries
Unless stated otherwise, K is an arbitrary algebraically closed field (the real field
case is explained in Sect. 4). All affine varieties are considered to be embedded in
an affine space.
The study of uniruled varieties in projective geometry, that is, varieties possess-
ing a covering by rational curves, has a long history. In affine geometry it is more
natural to consider polynomially parametric curves (see the definition below) than
rational ones. Therefore in [6] (see also [13]) the first author defined K-uniruled
varieties as those which are covered by polynomially parametric curves. In [10] we
refined this definition for countable fields. In this paper we introduce and study the
corresponding quantitative parameter, the degree of K-uniruledness.
Definition 2.1. An irreducible affine curve  ⊂ Km is called a polynomially para-
metric curve of degree at most d, if there exists a non-constant polynomial map
f : K →  of degree at most d (by the degree of f = ( f1, . . . , fm) we mean
maxi deg fi ). A curve is polynomially parametric if it is polynomially parametric
of some degree.
We have the following equivalences (see also [10, Proposition 2.4]).
Proposition 2.2. Let X ⊂ Km be an irreducible affine variety of dimension n, and
let d be a constant. The following conditions are equivalent:
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(1) for every x ∈ X there exists a polynomially parametric curve lx ⊂ X of degree
at most d passing through x,
(2) there exists an open, non-empty subset U ⊂ X such that for every x ∈ U there
exists a polynomially parametric curve lx ⊂ X of degree at most d passing
through x,
(3) there exists an affine variety W of dimension dim X − 1 and a dominant poly-
nomial map φ : K × W  (t, w) → φ(t, w) ∈ X such that degt φ ≤ d.
Proof. The implication (1) ⇒ (2) is obvious. To prove (2) ⇒ (1) suppose that
X = {x ∈ Km : f1(x) = 0, . . . , fr (x) = 0}. For a point a = (a1, . . . , am) ∈ Km
and B = (b1,1 : · · · : bd,m) ∈ PM , where M = dm − 1, let
ϕa,b : K  t → (a1 + b1,1t + · · · + bd1,d td , . . . , am + bm,1t + · · · + bdm,d td) ∈ Km
be a polynomially parametric curve. Note that for every dm-tuple b = (b1,1, . . . ,
bm,d) we have ϕa,λb(t) = ϕa,b(λt)) for every λ ∈ K∗, hence the image of ϕa,b
depends only on the class [b] = B ∈ PM but not on b. We will identify ϕa,b with
the curve ϕa,b(K).
Consider the following variety and projection:
K
m × PM ⊃ V = {(a, b) ∈ Km × PM : ∀t,i fi (ϕa,b(t)) = 0}  (a, b) → a ∈ Km .
Note that fi (ϕa,b(t)) = ∑k αi,k(a, b)tk, hence the equations { fi (ϕa,b(t)) ≡ 0}
split into finite number of equations αi,k(a, b) = 0, which are homogeneous with
respect to b.
From the definition, (a, b) ∈ V if and only if the polynomially parametric curve
ϕa,b is contained in X . Hence the image of the projection is contained in X and
contains U , since through every point of U passes a polynomially parametric curve
of degree at most d. But since the projective space PM is complete and V is closed,
we find that the image is closed, and hence it is the whole X .
Let us prove (2) ⇒ (3). For some affine chart Vj = V ∩ {b j = 1} the above
map is dominant. We consider the dominant map
 : K × Vj  (t, φ) → φ(t) ∈ X.
After replacing Vj by some irreducible component Y ⊂ Km (dim(Y ) = s) the map
remains dominant. On an open subset of X fibers of the map ′ = |K×Y are of
pure dimension s + 1 − n; let x be one of such points. From the construction of
the set V we know that the fiber F = ′−1(x) does not contain any line of type
K × {y}, so in particular the image F ′ of F under the projection K × Y → Y
(which is a constructible subset of Y ) has the same dimension. For a general linear
subspace L ⊂ Km of dimension m + n − s − 1 the set L ∩ F ′ is 0-dimensional
(indeed, F ′ contains an open and dense subset of F ′). Let us fix such an L , and let
R be any irreducible component of L ∩ Y intersecting F ′. Now the map ′|K×R :
K×R → X satisfies the assertion, since it has one fiber of dimension 0 (over x) and
the dimension of R is n − 1. Indeed, in this case we have dim K × R = dim X and
since the fibers of ′ have generically dimension 0, the map ′ has to be dominant.
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To prove the implication (3) ⇒ (2) it is enough to notice that for every w ∈ W
the map φw : K  t → φ(t, w) ∈ X is a polynomially parametric curve of degree
at most d or it is constant. The image of φ contains an open dense subset, so after
excluding the points with infinite preimages (a closed set of codimension at most
one) we get an open set U with required properties. unionsq
Definition 2.3. We say that an affine variety X has degree of K-uniruledness at
most d if all its irreducible components satisfy the conditions of Proposition 2.2.
An affine variety is called K-uniruled if it has some degree of K-uniruledness.
To simplify our statements we say that the empty set has degree of
K-uniruledness zero, in particular it is K-uniruled.
Example 2.4. Let X ⊂ Kn be a general hypersurface of degree d < n. It is well-
known (see [11, Exercise V.4.4.3, p. 269] that X is covered by affine lines, therefore
its degree of K-uniruledness is one.
For uncountable (algebraically closed) fields there is also another characteriza-
tion of K-uniruled varieties (see [13, Theorem 3.1]).
Proposition 2.5. Let K be an uncountable algebraically closed field, and let X ⊂
K
m be an affine variety. The following conditions are equivalent:
(1) X is K-uniruled,
(2) for every x ∈ X there exists a polynomially parametric curve lx ⊂ X passing
through x,
(3) there exists an open, non-empty subset U ⊂ X such that for every x ∈ U there
exists a polynomially parametric curve lx ⊂ X passing through x.
3. The complex field case
In the whole section we assume that the base field is C. The condition that a
map is not finite at a point y is equivalent to it being locally non-proper in the
topological sense (there is no neighborhood U of y such that f −1(U ) is compact).
This characterization gives the following:
Proposition 3.1. ([5]) Let f : X → Y be a generically finite map between affine
varieties. Then y ∈ S f if and only if there exists a sequence (xn) in X, such that
xn → ∞ and f (xn) → y.
In particular, for a polynomial map f : Cn → Cn , y ∈ S f if and only if either
dim f −1(y) > 0, or f −1(y) = {x1, . . . , xr } is a finite set, but ∑ri=1 μxi ( f ) <
μ( f ), where μ denotes multiplicity. In other words, f is not proper at y if f is not
a local analytic covering over y.
Theorem 3.2. Suppose f : Cn → Cm is a generically finite polynomial map of
degree d. Then the set S f is covered by parametric polynomial curves of degree at
most d − 1.
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Proof. Let y ∈ S f ; by an affine transformation we can assume that y = O =
(0, 0, ..., 0) ∈ Cm . For the same reason we can assume that O /∈ f −1(S f ). By
Proposition 3.1 there exists a sequence of points xk → ∞ such that f (xk) → O .
Let us consider the line Lk(t) = t O + (1 − t)xk = (1 − t)xk, t ∈ C. Set
lk(t) = f (Lk(t)). Of course we have deg lk ≤ d for every k. Moreover, we can
assume that deg lk > 0, because infinite fibers cover only a nowhere dense subset
of Cn . Each curve lk is given by m polynomials of one variable:
lk(t) =
( d∑
i=0
a1i (k)t i , . . . ,
d∑
i=0
ami (k)t
i
)
.
Hence lk corresponds to the uniquely determined point
(a10(k), . . . , a1d(k); a20(k), . . . , a2d(k); . . . ; am0 (k), . . . , amd (k)) ∈ CN .
Since for each i , ai0(k) → 0 as k → ∞, we can change the parametrization of lk
by setting t → λk t in such a way that ‖lk‖ = 1 for k  0 (we consider here lk
as an element of CN with Euclidean norm). Now, since the unit sphere is compact,
it is easy to see that there exists a subsequence (lkr ) of (lk) which converges to
a polynomial map l : C → Cm with l(0) = O and deg l ≤ d. Moreover, l is
non-constant, because ‖l‖ = 1 and l(0) = O. We can also assume that the limit
limk→∞ λk = λ exists in the compactification of the field C. We consider two
cases:
(1) λ is finite: then Lk(λk t) = (1 − λk t)xk → ∞ for t = λ−1.
(2) λ = ∞; then ‖Lk(λk t)‖ ≥ (|λk t | − 1)‖xk‖, and hence ‖Lk(λk t)‖ → ∞ for
every t = 0.
On the other hand, f (Lk(λk t)) = lk(λk t) → l(t); using once more Proposition 3.1
this means that the curve l is contained S f , and so we see that S f is covered by
parametric polynomial curves of degree at most d.
Now we show that deg l < d. The idea of the proof is as follows: Note that
every curve lk passes through the point f (O), but the curve l = lim lk does not.
In fact f (O) does not belong to S f so the line l (which is included in S f ) cannot
pass through f (O). Thus if lk(tk) = f (O), then lim tk = ∞.
On the other hand we show that if deg l = d, then we can bound all tk , and
consequently we get a contradiction.
Assume that deg l = d. Hence we can assume deg lk = d for all k. Let
l(t) = (l1(t), . . . , lm(t)) and lk(t) = (lk1(t), . . . , lkm(t)). We can assume that the
component l1(t) has maximal degree. Denote f (O) = a = (a1, . . . , am). All roots
of the polynomial l1(t) − a1 are contained in the interior of some disc D = {t ∈
C : |t | < R}. Let  = inf{|l1(t) − a1| : t ∈ ∂ D}. For k  0 we have |(l1 −
a1) − (lk1 − a1)|D < . Consequently, by the Rouché Theorem these polynomials
have the same number of zeros (counted with multiplicities) in D. In particular, the
zeros of lk1 −a1 are uniformly bounded. All curves Lk pass through O , so all lk pass
through a = f (O). This means that there is a sequence tk such that lk(tk) = a.
We have just shown that |tk | < R, since tk is a root of the polynomial lk1 − a1. So
we can assume that the sequence tk converges to some t0. When we pass to the
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limit we get l(t0) = a, which is a contradiction, since a = f (O) /∈ S f . Hence
deg l < d.
unionsq
Now let f : Cn → Cn be a polynomial map with non-vanishing jacobian.
The famous Jacobian Conjecture asserts that in this case f is a diffeomorphism
(see e.g. [1,15]). Despite many efforts the conjecture is still wide open. The main
obstruction for its solution is related to the set S f of non-properness of the map f .
Van den Dries and McKenna proved in 1990 that there is no counterexample to the
Jacobian Conjecture for which the set S f is a union of hyperplanes (see [14]). This
suggests that we could solve the Jacobian Conjecture if we had some information
about the geometry of the set S f . On the other hand, it is well-known that we can
reduce the algebraic degree of the map f to degree 3 (see [1,3]). The price we
have to pay for this reduction is that in practice we have to consider all possible
dimensions, even if we try to solve the problem for a fixed dimension. Theorem 3.2
gives the following characterization of the set S f for generically finite cubic maps
f : Cn → Cn .
Corollary 3.3. Suppose f : Cn → Cn is a generically finite cubic map. Then the
set S f is covered by lines and parabolas. Moreover, if f is quadratic, then S f is
covered only by lines.
Theorem 3.4. Let X = C×W ⊂ C×Cn be an affine cylinder and let f : C×W 
(t, w) → ( f1(t, w), . . . , fm(t, w)) ∈ Cm be a generically finite polynomial map.
Assume that degt fi ≤ d for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Then the set S f has degree of
C-uniruledness at most d.
Proof. Let y ∈ S f ; by an affine transformation we can assume that y = O =
(0, 0, ..., 0) ∈ Cm . By Proposition 3.1 there exists a sequence (ak, wk) ∈ C × W
such that (ak, wk) → ∞ and f (ak, wk) → y. Let us consider the line Lk(t) =
((1 − t)ak, wk), t ∈ C. Set lk(t) = f (Lk(t)). We can assume that deg lk > 0,
because infinite fibers cover only nowhere dense subset of X . Each curve lk is given
by m polynomials of one variable:
lk(t) =
( d∑
i=0
a1i (k)t i , . . . ,
d∑
i=0
ami (k)t
i
)
.
As before, lk corresponds to the single point
(a10(k), . . . , a1d(k); a20(k), . . . , a2d(k); . . . ; am0 (k), . . . , amd (k)) ∈ CN .
Since for each i , ai0(k) → 0 as k → ∞ we can change the parametrization of lk
by setting t → λk t in such a way that ‖lk‖ = 1 for k  0 (we consider here lk
as an element of CN with Euclidean norm). Now, since the unit sphere is compact,
there exists a subsequence (lkr ) of (lk) which is convergent to a polynomial map
l : C → Cm with l(0) = O . Moreover, l is non-constant, because ‖l‖ = 1
and l(0) = O. We can also assume that the limit limk→∞ λk = λ exists in the
compactification of the field C. We consider two cases:
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(1) λ is finite; then Lk(λk t) = ((1 − λk t)ak, wk) → ∞ for t = λ−1.
(2) λ = ∞; then ‖Lk(λk t)‖ ≥ max((|λk t |−1)|ak |, ‖wk‖), and ‖Lk(λk t)‖ → ∞
for every t = 0.
On the other hand, f (Lk(λk t)) = lk(λk t) → l(t); using once more Proposition 3.1
we find that the curve l is contained in S f , and so S f has degree of C-uniruledness
at most d. unionsq
Corollary 3.5. Let f = ( f1, . . . , fm) : Cn → Cm be a generically finite map with
d = min j maxi degx j fi . Then the set S f has degree of C-uniruledness at most d.
Proof. Assume that d = maxi degx1 fi . Then f : C × Cn−1 → Cm and we can
apply Theorem 3.4 for W = Cn−1. unionsq
Let us recall (see [8]) that for a generically finite polynomial map f : X → Y
with X being C-uniruled the set S f is also C-uniruled. We have the following
“quantitative” counterpart of this result:
Theorem 3.6. Let X be an affine variety with degree of C-uniruledness at most d1,
and let f : X → Cm be a generically finite map of degree d2. Then the set S f has
degree of C-uniruledness at most d1d2.
Proof. By Definition 2.3 there exists an affine variety W with dim W = dim X −1
and a dominant polynomial map φ : C × W → X of degree at most d1 in the first
coordinate. The equality dim C × W = dim X implies that φ is generically finite,
hence so is f ◦ φ : C × W → Cm , which is of degree at most d1d2 in the first
coordinate. By Theorem 3.4, S f ◦φ has degree of C-uniruledness at most d1d2. We
have the inclusion S f ⊂ S f ◦φ , and from Theorem 1.2 we know that if non-empty,
both sets are of pure dimension dim X −1, so each component of S f is a component
of S f ◦φ . This implies the assertion. unionsq
Example 3.7. Let f : Cn  (x1, . . . , xn) → (x1, x1x2, . . . , x1xn) ∈ Cn . We have
deg f = 2 and S f = {x ∈ Cn : x1 = 0}. The set S f has degree of C-uniruledness 1.
This shows that in general Theorems 3.2, 3.4 and Corollary 3.5 cannot be improved.
Example 3.8. For n > 2 let X = {x ∈ Cn : x1x2 = 1}, and f : X 
(x1, . . . , xn) → (x2, . . . , xn) ∈ Cn−1. The variety X has degree of C-uniruledness
1. Moreover, deg f = 1 and S f = {x ∈ Cn−1 : x1 = 0}. So the set S f has degree
of C-uniruledness 1. This shows that in general Theorems 3.4 and 3.6 cannot be
improved.
Remark 3.9. By the Lefschetz Principle all the results of this section remain true
for an arbitrary algebraically closed field of characteristic zero.
4. The real field case
In the whole section we assume that the base field is R. Let us recall that by a real
polynomially parametric curve of degree at most d in a semialgebraic set X ⊂ Rn
we mean the image of a non-constant real polynomial map f : R → X of degree
at most d. In general a real polynomially parametric curve need not be algebraic,
but only semialgebraic. The real counterpart of Proposition 2.2 is the following.
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Proposition 4.1. Let X ⊂ Rn be a closed semialgebraic set, and let d be a constant.
The following conditions are equivalent:
(1) for every x ∈ X there exists a polynomially parametric curve lx ⊂ X of degree
at most d passing through x,
(2) there exists a dense subset U ⊂ X such that for every x ∈ U there is a
polynomially parametric curve lx ⊂ X of degree at most d passing through x,
(3) for every polynomial map f : X → Rm, and every sequence xk ∈ X such that
f (xk) → a ∈ Rm there exists a semialgebraic curve W and a generically finite
polynomial map φ : R × W  (t, w) → φ(t, w) ∈ X such that degt φ ≤ d,
and there exists a sequence yk ∈ R × W such that f (φ(yk)) → a. Moreover,
if xk → ∞, then also φ(yk) → ∞.
Proof. First we prove the implication (2) ⇒ (1). Suppose that X = {x ∈ Rn :
f1(x) = 0, . . . , fr (x) = 0 g1(x) ≥ 0, ..., gs(x) ≥ 0}. For a = (a1, . . . , an) ∈ Rn
and b = (b1,1, . . . , bd,n) ∈ RM , where M = dn, let
ϕa,b(t) = (a1 + b1,1t + · · · + bd1,d td , . . . , an + bn,1t + · · · + bdn,d td)
be a polynomially parametric curve. If there exists a polynomially parametric curve
of degree at most d passing through a, then after reparametrization we can assume
that it is ϕa,b for
∑
i, j b2i, j = 1. This means that b ∈ SM (0, 1), where SM denotes
the unit sphere in RM . Consider the semialgebraic set
V = {(a, b) ∈ Rn × SM (0, 1) : ∀t,i fi (ϕa,b(t)) = 0,∀t, j g j (ϕa,b(t)) ≥ 0}.
The definition of the set V says that for (a, b) ∈ V the polynomially parametric
curve ϕa,b(t) is contained in X . It is easy to see that V is closed. For any a ∈ X ,
by the assumption there is a sequence ak → a such that for every k there is a
polynomially parametric curve ϕak ,bk ∈ V . We can assume that ‖ak‖ < ‖a‖ + 1
for all k. Since V is closed and the sequence ((ak, bk)) ⊂ V is bounded, there is
a subsequence (akr , bkr ) which converges to (a, b) ∈ V . Now the polynomially
parametric curve ϕa,b ⊂ X of degree at most d passes through a.
We prove (1) ⇒ (3). Consider the semialgebraic set V as above. We have the
surjective map
 : R × V  (t, ϕa,b) → ϕa,b(t) ∈ X.
Let f : X → Rm be a polynomial map, and suppose f (xk) → a ∈ Rm for a
sequence xk ∈ X . Set g = f ◦ . Hence there exists a sequence zk ∈ R × V
such that g(zk) → a. By the curve selection lemma there is a semialgebraic curve
W1 ⊂ R × V such that a ∈ g(W1). Set W2 = p2(W1), where p2 : R × V → V is
the projection. If W2 is a curve then let W := W2, if it is a point we take as W any
semialgebraic curve in V which contains the point π(W1). Now W and |R×W are
as required.
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Finally, to prove (3) ⇒ (2) it is enough to take as f the identity in the third
condition. unionsq
Definition 4.2. We say that a closed semialgebraic set X has degree of R-
uniruledness at most d if it satisfies the conditions of Proposition 4.1. A closed
semialgebraic set is called R-uniruled if it has some degree of R-uniruledness.
Example 4.3. Let X = {(x, y) ∈ R2 : x ≥ 0, y ≥ 0}. It is easy to check that the
degree of R-uniruledness of X is 2. It has a ruling {(a, t2) : a ≥ 0}.
Let X ⊂ Rn be a closed semialgebraic set, and let f : X → Rm be a polynomial
map. As in the complex case, we say that it is not proper at a point y ∈ Rm if there
is no neighborhood U of y such that f −1(U ) is compact. As before, we denote by
S f the set of all points y ∈ f (X) at which f is not proper. This set is also closed
and semialgebraic [7]. We have:
Theorem 4.4. Let f : Rn → Rm be a generically finite polynomial map of degree
d. Then the set S f has degree of R-uniruledness at most d − 1.
Theorem 4.5. Let X = R × W ⊂ R × Rn be a closed semialgebraic cylinder and
let f : R × W  (t, w) → ( f1(t, w), . . . , fm(t, w)) ∈ Rm be a generically finite
polynomial map. Assume that degt fi ≤ d for every i . Then the set S f has degree
of R-uniruledness at most d.
Corollary 4.6. Let L = φ(R) be a polynomially parametric curve of degree D. Let
X = L × W ⊂ R × Rn be a closed semialgebraic cylinder and let f : L × W 
(x, w) → ( f1(x, w), . . . , fm(x, w)) ∈ Rm be a generically finite polynomial map.
Assume that degt fi ≤ d for every i . Then the set S f has degree of R-uniruledness
at most d D.
Proof. For the proof it is enough to note that the mapping R × W  (t, w) →
(φ(t), w) ∈ L × W is proper and generically-finite. unionsq
Corollary 4.7. Let f = ( f1, . . . , fm) : Rn → Rm be a generically finite poly-
nomial map with d = min j maxi degx j fi . Then the set S f has degree of R-
uniruledness at most d.
The proofs of these facts are exactly the same as in the complex case. To prove
a real analog of Theorem 3.6 we need some ideas from [10]. Let X be a smooth
complex projective surface, and let D = ∑ni=1 Di be a simple normal crossing
divisor on X (we consider only reduced divisors). Let graph(D) be the graph of D,
with vertices Di , and one edge between Di and D j for each point of intersection
of Di and D j .
Definition 4.8. We say that D a simple normal crossing divisor on a smooth surface
X is a tree if graph(D) is a tree (it is connected and acyclic).
The following fact is obvious from graph theory.
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Proposition 4.9. Let X be a smooth projective surface and D ⊂ X be a divisor
which is a tree. If D′, D′′ ⊂ D are connected divisors without common components,
then D′ and D′′ have at most one point in common.
Definition 4.10. Let X ⊂ Rn (X ⊂ Pn)be an algebraic variety. Hence we have
a natural embedding X ⊂ Cn (X ⊂ Pn(C)). By the complexification Xc of the
variety X we mean the Zariski closure of X in Cn (Pn(C)).
Now we are ready to prove a real counterpart of Theorem 3.6. In particular we
show that for a generically finite map f : X → Y of real algebraic sets, the set S f
is also R-uniruled, provided X is.
Theorem 4.11. Let X ⊂ Rn be a closed algebraic set with degree of R-uniruledness
at most d1, and let f : X → Rm be a generically finite polynomial map of degree
d2. Then the set S f is also R-uniruled. Moreover, its degree of R-uniruledness is
at most 2d1d2.
Proof. Let a ∈ S f and let xk ∈ X be a sequence of points such that f (xk) → a
and xk → ∞. By Proposition 4.1 there exists a semialgebraic curve W ⊂ RQ and
a generically finite polynomial map φ : R × W  (t, w) → φ(t, w) ∈ X such that
degt φ ≤ d1, and there exists a sequence (yk) ⊂ R × W such that f (φ(yk)) → a
and yk → ∞. In particular a ∈ S f ◦φ. If we knew that the mapping φ is proper,
then S f ◦φ ⊂ S f and we are done by Theorem 4.5. However, in general it is not
true. Our idea is to obtain a suitable compactification φ′ of the map φ, and then to
derive all information from the fact that S f ◦φ′ ⊂ S f ◦φ and S f ◦φ′ ⊂ S f .
Let  ⊂ RQ be the Zariski closure of W . We can assume that  is smooth and
irreducible. Denote Z := R × . We have the induced map φ : Z → X . Hence
we also have the induced complex map φc : Zc := C × c → Xc, where Zc, Xc
denote the complexification of Z and X respectively. Note that we can resolve the
complex singularities of c and this process does not affect the real structure of the
curve . Hence we can assume that c is smooth.
Let c be a smooth completion of c and let us write c\ = {a1, ..., al}. Let
P
1 × c be a projective completion of Zc. The divisor D = Zc\Zc = ∞ × c +∑l
i=1 P1 × {ai } is a tree. The map φ induces a rational map φ : Zc  Xc, where
Xc denotes the projective closure of Xc. We can resolve the points of indeterminacy
of this map (see e.g., [12, Theorem 3, p. 254]):
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Note that we can first resolve the real points of indeterminacy. After this process
the variety H := π−1(Z) still has a structure of a real variety. Further we will call all
points which are over Z real points. Note that there is a Zariski open neighborhood
U ⊂ Zc of Z such that the onπ−1(U )we have the operation of complex conjugation
of points. Moreover, R ×  ⊂ H .
Let Q := (Zc)m ∩φ′−1(Xc). Then the map φ′ : Q → Xc is proper. Moreover,
Q = (Zc)m\φ′−1(Xc\Xc). The divisor D1 = φ′−1(Xc\Xc) is connected as the
complement of a semi-affine variety φ′−1(Xc) (for details see [6, Lemma 4.5]).
Note that the divisor D′ = π∗(D) is a tree. Hence the divisor D1 ⊂ D′ is also a
tree.
Note that the map f ′ = f ◦ φ′ is determined on the set Qr := H ∩ Q and now
the mapping φ′ : Qr → X is proper. The mapping f ′ has a natural extension to
the set Q and we will consider the regular complex map f ′ : Q → Cm . This map
induces a rational map from P := (Zc)m to Pm(C). As before we can resolve its
points of indeterminacy:
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Again we can first resolve the real points of indeterminancy. After this process
the variety ψ−1(H) still has the structure of a real variety. In particular there is
a Zariski open neighborhood V ⊂ Pk of ψ−1(H) such that on V we have the
operation of complex conjugation of points.
Note that the divisor D′1 = ψ∗(D1) is a tree. Let ∞′ ×  denote the proper
transform of ∞ × . It is an easy observation that F(∞′ × ) ⊂ π∞, where
π∞ denotes the hyperplane at infinity of Pm(C). Now S f ′ = F(D′1\F−1(π∞)).
The curve L = F−1(π∞) is connected (by the same argument as above). Now by
Proposition 4.9 every irreducible curve l ⊂ D′1 (note that necessarily l ∼= P1(C))
which does is not contained in L has at most one point in common with L . Let
R ⊂ S f ′ be an irreducible component. Hence R is a curve. There is a curve
l ⊂ D′1, which has exactly one point in common with L , such that R = F(l\L). If
l is given by blowing up a real point, then L also has a real point in common with
l (because otherwise there are two conjugate common points of l and L). When
we restrict to the real model lr of l we have lr\L ∼= R. Hence if we restrict our
considerations only to the real points and to the set Qr , we see that the set S of
non-proper points of the map f ′|Qr is a union of polynomially parametric curves
F(lr\L), l ⊂ D′1, ψ(l) ⊂ H . Of course a ∈ S ⊂ S f . Similarly the set S f ◦φ is
a union of polynomially parametric curves F(lr\L), l ⊂ ψ∗(D′), π(ψ(l)) ⊂ Z .
Hence we can say that every “irreducible component” of the set of non-proper points
of f ′|Qr is also an ‘irreducible’ component of S f ◦φ . Moreover a ∈ S f ′|Qr ⊂ S f . In
particular there is a real parametric curve F(lr\L) ⊂ S f which contains the point
a and which is covered by curves lying in S f ◦φ . Now we can finish the proof by
invoking Theorem 4.5 and Lemma 4.12 below. unionsq
Lemma 4.12. Let ψ : R → Rm be a polynomially parametric curve. If there exist
polynomially parametric curves φi : R → Rm, i = 1, ..., n, of degree at most d
with ψ(R) ⊂ ⋃ni=1 φi (R), then ψ(R) has degree of R-uniruledness at most 2d.
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Proof. Indeed, let ψ(t) = (ψ1(t), ..., ψm(t)) and let X denote the Zariski closure
of ψ(R). Consider the field L = R(ψ1, ..., ψm). By the Lüroth Theorem there
exists a rational function g(t) ∈ R(t) such that L = R(g(t)). In particular there
exist f1, ..., fm ∈ R(t) such that ψi (t) = fi (g(t)) for i = 1, ..., m. In fact, we
have two induced maps f : P1(R) → X ⊂ Pm(R) and g : P1(R) → P1(R). Here
X denotes the projective closure of X. Moreover, f ◦ g = ψ. Let A∞ denote the
unique point at infinity of X and let ∞ = f −1(A∞). Then g−1(∞) = ∞, i.e.,
g ∈ R[t]. Similarly fi ∈ R[t]. Hence ψ = f ◦ g, where f : R → X is a birational
and polynomial mapping and g : R → R is a polynomial mapping.
Now if deg g = 1 then f : R → Rn covers the whole ψ(R). Otherwise we can
compose f with a suitable polynomial of degree two to obtain the whole ψ(R) as
image.
Let φi := φ be a curve which has infinitely many points in common with ψ(R).
In the same way as above we have φ = f ′ ◦ g′, where f ′ : R → X is a birational
and polynomial mapping and g′ : R → R is a polynomial mapping. In particular
f −1 ◦ f : R → R is a polynomial automorphism, i.e., f (t) = f ′(at + b), a ∈
R
∗, b ∈ R. Hence we can compose f ′ with a suitable polynomial of degree one or
two to obtain the whole ψ(R) as image. In any case ψ(R) has a parametrization of
degree bounded by 2 deg f ≤ 2d. unionsq
Corollary 4.13. Let X be a closed algebraic set which is R-uniruled and let f :
X → Rm be a generically finite polynomial map. Then every connected component
of the set S f is unbounded.
5. An application of the real field case
As an application we give a real counterpart of a theorem of Białynicki-Birula [2].
Theorem 5.1. Let G be a real, non-trivial, connected, unipotent group, which acts
effectively and polynomially on a closed algebraic R-uniruled set X ⊂ Rn. Then
the set Fi x(G) of fixed points of this action, is also R-uniruled. In particular, it
has no isolated points.
Proof. First of all let us recall that a connected unipotent group has a normal series
0 = G0 ⊂ G1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Gr = G,
where Gi/Gi−1 ∼= Ga = (R,+, 0). By induction on dim G we can easily reduce
the problem to G = Ga . Indeed, assume the conclusion holds for G = Ga . Take
a unipotent group G with dim G = n and assume that the conclusion holds in
dimension n − 1. There is a normal subgroup Gn−1 of dimension n − 1 such
that G/Gn−1 = Ga . Moreover, the set R := Fix(Gn−1) is R-uniruled by our
hypothesis. Consider the induced action of the group Ga = G/Gn−1 on R. The
set of fixed points of this action is R-uniruled and it coincides with Fix(G).
Hence assume that G = Ga . Let D be the degree of R-uniruledness of X.
Choose a ∈ Fix(G). Let φ : G × X  (g, x) → φ(g, x) ∈ X be a polynomial
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action of G on X. This action also induces a polynomial action of the complexi-
fication Gc = (C,+) of G on Xc. We will denote this action by φ. Assume that
degg φ ≤ d. By Definition 4.2 it is enough to prove that there exists a polynomially
parametric curve S ⊂ Fix(G) passing through a of degree bounded by d D. Let
L be a polynomially parametric curve in X passing through a. If it is contained in
Fix(G), then the assertion is true. Otherwise consider a closed semialgebraic sur-
face Y = L × G. There is a natural G−action on Y : for h ∈ G and y = (l, g) ∈ Y
we set h(y) = (l, hg) ∈ Y. Consider the map
 : L × G  (x, g) → φ(g, x) ∈ X.
It is a generically finite polynomial map. Observe that it is G-invariant, which
means (gy) = g(y). This implies that the set S of points at which  is not
finite is G-invariant. Indeed, it is enough to show that the complement of this set is
G-invariant. Let  be finite at x ∈ X. Then there is an open neighborhood U of x
such that  : −1(U ) → U is finite. Now we have the following diagram:
This shows that if  is finite over U , then it is finite over gU. In particular this
implies that the set S is G-invariant. Let S = S1∪...∪Sk be a decomposition of S
into polynomially parametric curves (see Corollary 4.6). Since S is G-invariant,
each curve Si is also G-invariant. Note that the point a belongs to S, because the
fiber over a has infinitely many points. We can assume that a ∈ S1. Let us note
that a is also a fixed point for Gc. Let x ∈ S1; we want to show that x ∈ Fix(G).
Indeed, the set Sc1 is also Gc−invariant and if x /∈ Fix(G) then Gc.x = Sc1 and a
would be in the orbit of x , which is a contradiction. Hence S1 ⊂ Fix(G) and we
conclude by Proposition 4.1 and Corollary 4.6. unionsq
Corollary 5.2. Let G be a real, non-trivial, connected, unipotent group which acts
effectively and polynomially on a closed algebraic set X ⊂ Rn. If the set Fi x(G)
of fixed points of this action, is nowhere dense in X, then it is R-uniruled.
Corollary 5.3. Let G be a real, non-trivial, connected, unipotent group which acts
effectively and polynomially on a connected smooth closed algebraic variety X ⊂
R
n
. Then the set Fi x(G) is R-uniruled.
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